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This paper presents a new algorithm for determining the order of a solvable permutation 
group from a set of generators. During the computation, a base and strong generating set and 
a polycyclic generating sequence are also obtained. 
The following problem is frequently encountered while computing with groups: Given a 
set X of permutations on a finite set ~, determine the order of the group G generated by 
X. Usually we are also asked to determine a base and strong generating set for G. Among 
the known algorithms, the one with the best asymptotic behaviour is given in Jerrum 
(1986). Let n = I~1. Assuming that X is not too large, say IX[ < n, we can find a base and 
strong generating set for G in time 0(n 5) for the worst case. Another algorithm, the 
Schreier-Todd-Coxeter method described in Leon (1980), is frequently used in actual 
computation. Its worst case complexity has not been determined. 
In the present paper we present an algorithm which may be used when the group G is 
solvable. The algorithm involves a recursive step. If the input generating set X does not 
generate a solvable group G, then the recursion continues indefinitely. In order to handle 
this possibility, one can specify a limit to the depth of the recursion which, if attained, 
indicates that G is not solvable. When G is solvable, the recursion depth of the algorithm 
is bounded by the derived length of G. In Dixon (1968) it is shown that the derived length 
of a solvable permutation group of degree n is at most (5 log3 n)/2. 
The group-theoretic terminology used in this paper is standard. The symmetric group 
on ~ will be denoted by 2(~). Permutations act on the right. Additional background 
concerning the computational spects of the theory of permutation groups may be found 
in Cannon (1984). 
Let X be a set of permutations of a finite set f2 and let fl be a sequence fll . . . . .  fir of 
points of ~. For 1 N i_< r let X (0 be the set of elements of X which fix/71 . . . . .  fl~-1 and let 
A~ be the orbit of H (~ = <X (0) which contains fl~. For 8 in At, choose an element u~(~) in 
H (~ which takes fli to ft. Set U (0 = {u~(fi)LfieAi} and U = Ur. . .  U~. Although the set U 
depends, in general, on the choices of the u~(fi) as well as on X and fl, the cardinality 
Igl = 1--/iA~i 
1 
depends only on X and ft. Let us set IUI--- a(X, #). In Leon (1980) it is shown that a(X, fl) 
divides the order of G = <X>. The sequence fl is a base for G and X is a strong generating 
set for G relative to fl if a(X, fl) = rGf, or equivalently, U = G. In choosing the u~(c~), we 
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shall always take ut(/~t) to be the identity. We shall assume that each ut(6) is stored 
explicitly as a permutation. In practice, unless [~1 is quite small, the sets U ~l) would be 
represented by Schreier vectors. This reduces greatly the space required but adds in the 
worst case a factor of [f~] to the running times. However, the reduction in speed is usually 
less severe than this. 
In describing procedures, we shall assume that the set X, the sequence/~, the length r of 
/~, the orbits At, and choices for the permutations ut(3) are available as global objects. 
Arguments are passed by reference. 
Our first procedure is strip. The arguments to strip are two permutations O and h and 
an integer i. The value of 9 is defined on entry and the values of h and i are computed by 
the procedure. Upon completion, h- lg  is in U, the permutation h fixes/~1 . . . .  ,/~i-1, and i 
is as large as possible. Thus, O is in U if and only if h is the identity. In particular, if/3 and 
X are a base and strong generating set for G, then we can use strip to decide membership 
in G. 
procedure strip(o, h : permutation; i : integer); 
var 7 : point; 
done :boolean; 
begin 
i :=1;  
h :=g;  
done := false; 
while not done do begin 
if i > r then 
done := true 
else begin 
~:= (~t)~; 
if y is not in At then 
done : = true 
else begin 
h := hut(y)-1; 




end; (, strip ,) 
A finite group G is solvable if and only if G is polycyclic, that is, if and only if there is a 
sequence Yl . . . . .  Yt of elements of G such that 
(1) If H~ = (Yt . . . .  , Y t ) ,  then Yt-1 normalizes Ht for 1 < i < t. 
(2) H 1 = G. 
Such a sequence will be called a polycyclic generating sequence for G. 
Our solvable group algorithm is based on the following well-known fact: Suppose H is 
a normal subgroup of a finite group G and G = (H, y). Then [GI = ]Him, where m is the 
smallest positive integer such that y" is in H. We shall expand on this observation by 
showing how, given a base and strong generating set for H, we can find a base and strong 
generating set for G. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Suppose H is a subgroup of Y~(f~) and y is an element of  Z~(f~) which 
normalizes H. Then y permutes the orbits of H. I f  y f ixes a point ~ in f~, then y normalizes 
the stabiliser H~. 
PROOF. If 7 = aY, then the orbit of H containing 7 is 
yn ~ ayn = ~c,ny-1)y = (an)y, 
the image under y of the orbit a n. I f  a r = a, then 
y-~H~y = (y-~Hy)~, = H~, = H~. 
PROPOSITION 2. Le~ f~ be a finite set, let H be a subgroup of Y~(f~), and let y be an element of  
I?,(f~) which normalizes H. Set G = <H, y>. Suppose ~ is in f~ and set F = o; n and A = a G. Let 
m = [AI/IF[. Then m is an integer and there is an element h in H such that z =ymhf ixes  ~. 
For any such h we have 
(i) z normalizes H,. 
(ii) G~ = (H~, z) .  
PROOF. By Proposit ion 1, the orbits of H are permuted by y and so A is the union of 
H-orb i ts  all of size [FI. Thus m is an integer. The orbits of H lying in A are permuted 
cyclically by y and aY" is in FY~= F. Therefore, there is an element h in H such that  
z = y"h  fixes a. Since y normalizes H, it follows that z normalizes H and therefore by 
Propos i t ion 1 z normalizes H,.  Now let x be any element of G~. Then x --- k j ,  where i > 0 
and k is in H. Since ax = a, we know that F ~ = F and so m divides i. Let i = mj. Then 
x = ky mj = k(zh-1)j = uz J, 
where u is an element of H. Since both x and z fix a, it follows that u fixes a. Thus x is in 
<Ha, z). 
Suppose that we have the hypotheses of Proposition 2. Suppose also that fl is a base for 
H and X is a strong generating set for H relative to ft. The procedure 
normalizing_generator extends fl if necessary and adds elements to X in order to get a base 
and strong generating set for G. 
procedure normalizing__generator(y : permutation); 
var  i, m: integer; 
7, ~ : point; 
z, w : permutation; 
F :set of point; 
V : set of permutation; 
begin 
z :=y;  
i :=0;  
while z ( ) ident i ty  do begin 
i := i+ l ;  
( ,  Enlarge the base if necessary. ,) 
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if i > r then begin 
r :~  r+ l ;  
/7 r := a point moved by z; 
U; = {identity}; 
J r :  = '{D',,) 
end; 
let m be the smallest positive integer such that fl~" is in A~; 
W :-~. Zm; 
:= /~ ' ;  
w : = wuz(~)- 1; 
( ,  Enlarge Ai, Ui, and X if necessary. ,) 
if m > 1 then begin 
F := {6z'l&eA. 0_<j< m}; 
V:= {uzJlueU~, O<j<m};  
At:= F; 
Ui:= V; 
X : = X u {z}; 
end; 
Z'~W 
end (,  while z ( ) ident i ty  ,)  
end; (* normalizing__generator *) 
Let k be the number of points added to the sets A~ during one execution of 
normalizing_generator. The running time for that execution is bounded above by 
akn + bn 2, 
where a and b are constants. 
If we are given a polyeyclie sequence of generators Yl . . . . .  Yt for a solvable permutation 
group G, then we can get a base and strong generating set for G as follows: 
X := 4o; 
fl := the empty sequence; 
for j :=  t down to 1 do normalizing_generator(ys); 
Let fl, X, and A 1 . . . . .  A r be the resulting base, strong generating set, and basic orbits. 
Then the time used is bounded by 
an ~ IAil +btn 2. 
i 
Now r < n and each Af is a subset of s Thus 
2 IAII < n2. 
i 
Therefore, the time to find fl and X is bounded by 
an 3 + btn 2. 
If G is abelian, then any sequence of generators i a polycyelic sequence. In this case, the 
A~ will be pair-wise disjoint and so the sum of [A~[ will be at most n. Thus, a base and 
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strong generating set for an abelian permutation group can be found in time bounded by 
n2(a+bt), 
where t is the size of the given generating set. 
Now let us assume that we are given a set Y of permutations on fl and we know that 
G = (Y)  is solvable. We do not know a polycyclic generating sequence for G and so we 
cannot use normalizing_.generator immediately. It is possible to find a polycyclic 
generating sequence and a base and strong generating sequence for G recursively by 
considering the following problem: 
Suppose N is a normal subgroup of G for which we know a polycyclic generating 
sequence and a base and strong generating set. Suppose also that y is an element of G 
not in N. Find a polycyclic generating sequence and a base and strong generating set 
for the normal closure M of (y, N)  in G. 
To solve this problem, we begin forming conjugates of y by the generators of G, placing 
them in a set U. Eventually, one of two conditions will occur: 
(a) For all u and v in U the commutator I-u, v] is in N and (U, N)  is normal in G. 
(b) There are elements u and v in U such that w = [u, v] is not in N. 
If (a) holds, then the normal closure of (y, N) in G is M = (U, N) and a polycyclic 
generating sequence for M is obtained by taking the elements of the set U in any order 
and appending the polycyclic generating sequence for N. A base and strong generating set 
for M is obtained by adjoining the elements of U to N with normalizing_generator. If (b) 
holds, then we make a recursive call to replace N by the normal closure of (w, N) in G. 
Since G is solvable, so is G/N, and hence this process terminates. 
Below we shall describe a procedure normal closure with five arguments: y, N, M, p, q. 
On input, y is an element of G --- (Y), N is a normal subgroup of G for which we know a 
base and strong generating set, and p is a polycyclic generating sequence for N. On 
return, M is thc normal closure of (y, N) in G and q is a polycyclic generating sequence 
for M. Assuming for the moment hat normal closure has been defined, the following 
procedure computes a polycyclic generating sequence and a base and strong generating 
set for G. 
procedure solvable_group(Y: set of permutation; G : group; 
p : sequence of permutation); 
var y : permutation; 
M, N : group; 
begin 
N :-- (identity); 
p := the empty sequence; 
for y in Y do begin 
normal_closure(y, N, M, p, q); 




end; (, solvable_group ,) 
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The definition of normalclosure follows closely the outline given above. 
procedure normal_closure(y : permutation; N, M : group; p, q : 
sequence of permutation); 
vat u, v, w, x, z : permutation; 
T, U, V, Z : set of permutation; 
done : boolean; 
begin 
M:= N; 
u :=4, ;  
z := {y}, 
while Z ( )  q~ do begin 
choose z in Z; 
z:=z-{z}; 
if z is not in M then begin 
T := U; 
done := false; 
while T (~ 4) do begin 
choose u in T; 
T := T -  {u}; 
w := [u, z-l; 
if w is not in N then begin 
normal closure(w, N, M, p, q); 
N :=M;  
p :=q;  
v := 4,; 
for v in U do 
if v is not in M then begin 




T := T-{v}; 
U := V; 
if z is in M then begin 
done := true; 
break 
end 
end (, if w is not in N ,) 
end; (.  while r ()~b .) 
if done then continue; 
use normalizing enerator to replace M by (M, z); 
f := Uu {z}; 
for x in g do Z :=Zu{x-lzx} 
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end (, if z is not in M .) 
end; (, while Z ()  q~ .) 
let q be the sequence obtained by taking the elements of U in some order followed 
by p; 
end; (. normal_closure ,)
The procedure solvable_group has been coded as a Pascal program sg and compared 
with implementations of the Schreier algorithm available in the group theory system 
Cayley. Using the facilities of Cayley, generators were obtained for the wreath product G 
of three copies of the symmetric group of degree 4, a group of degree 64 and order 2633 21, 
Ten random pairs of elements of G were chosen to define ten two-generators subgroups 
H~ . . . . .  H10 of G. Using the version of the Schreier algorithm in which the u~(c~) are stored 
as explicit permutations, Cayley took an average of 18.8 seconds per group to determine 
the orders of the H~. All of the orders were divisible by 2~3318. The program sg took an 
average of 4.6 seconds per group to determine the orders of these same groups. In sg, the 
elements u~(g) are stored using Schreier vectors. When Cayley was instructed to use this 
data structure, the times averaged 25.7 seconds per group. All computations were 
performed on a VAX 8650. One experiment was performed with a two-generator subgroup 
of the wreath product of four copies of the symmetric group of degree 4, a group of degree 
256. The program sg determined the order of the group to be 225~ s4 in approximately 563 
seconds, The Schreier algorithm in Cayley took 4704 seconds using Schreier vectors. When 
Cayley stored the u~(~5) as permutations, the time dropped to 4099 seconds. 
An asymptotic analysis of the running time for solvable_group is difficult. It is not easy 
to estimate how large the set U in normal_closure could become before a recursive call to 
that procedure is needed. If U is large and frequent recursive calls must be made, then the 
loop beginning 
for v in U do 
becomes costly. Under the assumption that the number of calls to normal_closure will not 
be much larger than the length of the derived series for the group, one can give a heuristic 
argument hat the running time for solvable_group is 0(n4). The idea is that most of the 
time will be spent forming commutators and testing their membership in N. By Babai 
(1986), the length of a polycyclic generating sequence for G is at most linear in n. Thus, 
we should have at most a quadratic number of commutators. Testing membership for a 
single commutator takes time 0(n2). 
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